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Thermaltronics Celebrates a Decade of Success 
 

PERTH, AUSTRALIA  March 2018  Thermaltronics, the leading manufacturer and supplier of a 
wide range of soldering products and accessories in the electronics industry, will celebrate its 10th 
year in business this year. 
 
This milestone has seen the development of a range of hand soldering products, using the unique 
Curie Point technology and a full selection of accessories to provide customers worldwide with 

production, rework and repair equipment to meet today’s demanding 
electronic environment. 
 
The latest equipment from Thermaltronics includes a new Solder 
Robot that has features and benefits not seen on other robotic hand 
soldering systems. 
 
The company has facilities in New York, Hong Kong, China and 
Australia, and a worldwide distribution network. 
 
While Thermaltronics may be a new entry to the electronics 
manufacturing market, the company has an experienced 
management team, comprised of former management and operating 
personnel from Metcal®/OKI and a high-tech factory, located in a 
Science Park outside of Beijing, China. 
 
Design and development of products is conducted in the USA and 
Australia and, with the experience gained over years of involvement 

in the electronics manufacturing industry, subtle changes and improvements in product efficiency 
have resulted in a range of products that incorporate end user input and enhanced performance. 
 
While mindful of cost concerns, Thermaltronics has streamlined production and can provide products 
at the highest levels of safety certification from an ISO 9000 & ISO 14000 facility. Coupled with the 
emphasis on quality, Thermaltronics is one of the most competitive suppliers in the industry, thereby 
affording customers “cost down” instead of “cost up.” 
 
For more information on Thermaltronics, please visit www.thermaltronics.com.  
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Thermaltronics is a manufacturer and supplier of a wide range of Soldering Products & Accessories used in the 
electronics manufacturing industry. Design and development is undertaken in the USA and Australia, with final 
production taking place in a customised manufacturing facility, incorporating specialised equipment and in 
accordance with recognised international standards of quality and compliance. In addition to the modern factory, 
Thermaltronics maintains an office & warehouse in New York State, commercial offices in Hong Kong and a 
Distribution Sales Office in Perth Australia. Thermaltronics embraces both strict quality control and conformance 
with International Manufacturing Standards, is in compliance with ISO 9000 & ISO 14000 and holds certification 
in TuV, GS, NRTL & CE. Product warranties are among the best in the industry and distribution of the 
company’s products is available worldwide. 
 


